Introduction
Post has shown (cf. [11] ) that to each (n+1)-group G there exists a related group G* (called the free covering group) and its certain invariant subgroup GQ (called the associated group of G). That associated group Gq serves to reproduce the former (n+l)-group G by itself and a certain automorphism of GQ (cf. [15] , [ll] )« A continuation of Post's research is the paper of Hosszu [5] where it occurs that an (n+1)-group can be reconstructed by using an appropriate group (the so-called binary retract) and some automorphism of it. That expression is in a sense unique (cf. [14] ). It is also known that binary retracts of some classes of (n+1)-groups ara isomorphic (cf. [13] , [3] ).
In our paper we show that Hosszu Theorem can be generalized to the (k+l)-ary case (i.e. that instead of the binary retract an appropriate (k+1)-retract can be used). We show also that such (k+1)-ary retracts (also in the case of k = 1) of a given (n+l)-group are isomorphic. The assignement of (k+1)-ary retracts to (n+1)-groups is functorial.
Some notions and notation
We use the usual notations which may be found in papers on n-groups, in particular in [2] , [4] , [8] .
As in [11] , n-groups are called also polyadic groups, especially when the arity of the operations is not crucial.
Similarly a sequence of elements of an (n+lj)-group G is called (after Post) a polyad (shortly an m-ad). Post has shown that the equivalence class of such a polyad (with respect to an appropriate relation) is an element of the free covering group G* of G (cf. [l 1] ). Therefore we also adopt the terminology of group theory to polyads, i.e. we use terms like (n+t)-adic identity, the m-ad inverse to a given (n-m|)-ad, qentral a-ads and so on.
We use the following abbreviated notations k f(*1,...,xk,xk+1,...,xk+q,xk+q+1,...>xn+1) = f\xr (q) x n+1 ^ k+q 1-1 /' whenavar = ... = xk+q = x (x^ is the empty symbol for (q) j < i and for i > n+1; also x is the empty symbol for q = 0).
For an (n+1)-ary operation f one can define a new (un+l)-ary operation by u The operation has been called by Dornte (cf. [l] ) the long product. If f is an (n+1)-group operation, then is a (un+1)-group operation, too (cf. [l] ). In certain situations, when the arity of such operation does not play a crucial role, or when it will differ depending on additional assumptions, we will write 1:0 ^san "^(u) * or some u = 1,2,... .
Introducing the empty n-group appears to be convenient, when considering the category Gr fl of n-groups, because the empty n-group is an initial object of that category («f. [6] ). Therefore, when defining the functor ret in section 3 we emphasize wheare. the empty n-group appears. Otherwise an n-group is always understood to be a nonempty n-group (as -vt was used by Dornte in [l] ).
(k+l)-ary retracts
Let (G,f) be an (n+1)-quasigroup. The (k+1)-ary operation g defined by
where k < n and a^ , « • • 9 a^ k are fixed 9 leme nts of G , is an (k+1)-quasigroup operation. In general, g is not a (k+1)-group operation, even if (G,f) is an (n+1)-group. If Pi = 0» P k+1 = n-k, n = k(p 2 +1), p 2~p1 = P 3~P2 = ... = P k+1~Pk and a p^+i = a^ = ... = a p^+i (i=1 p 2 ), then g is of the form g(x k+1 ) = f(x 1 ,a^,x 2 ,a^,...,a^,x m+1 ), where n = sk, r = s-1. To avoid repetitions we assume througout the whole text n = sk (admitting s = 1 or n = 1), r+1 = 0 (mod s) (exactly r = s-1 or r = su-1). The above-defined (k+1)-grupoid (G,g) will be called a (k+l)-ary retract of (G,f) with respect to and it will be denoted by ret® (G,f) (or simply a -|»• • •» a p ret (G,f)). According to that definition, by ret 1 (G,f) a 1». • •» a p we shall mean nothing but the (n+1)-group (G,f).
Since in an (n+l)-group (G,f) to every a e G there exists a unique element a £ G such that /(i-1) (n-i) \ ( (i-1) _ (n-i)V fj^ a , a, a ,xj = f\x, a. ,a, a / = x for every xcG and i = 1,..., n (cf. Choosing in each (n+1)-group a sequence of r = s-1 elements (perh&ps with repetitions) and assuming additionally that for the empty (n+1)-group A let ret s A be the empty (k+1)-group for s < n and the one-element group for s = n, we obtain a functor (in fact a class of functors depending on the choice of elements) re1;S: G 
The functors ret®:Gr n+1 -» Gr k+1 and Ret®: ~* Gr^^ are naturally equivalent. Proof.
In each (n+1)-group choose a sequence of r elements (perhaps with repetitions) and additionally a single element. So we get two functors: ret® and Ret®. Let the mapping
Prom the earlier considerations it follows that is a homomorphism of (k+1)-groups. Moreover, X^ is even an isomorphism. Now we show that for every homomorphism h:
which proves that Asret 8 -» Set 8 is a natural equivalence. So we have the well-defined up to a natural equivalence the functor ret 8 tGr n+1 -* Gr^.
In spite of the fact that r»t 8 is independent of the choice of elements in (n+1)-groups, in concrete situations one has to make such choice in one way or another.
Timm has proved in [13] that binary retracts of a commutative polyadic group are isomorphic commutative groups. Dudek has proved in [3] that also binary retracts of an autodistributive polyadic group are isomorphic. Theorem 1 is a generalization of those results. Corollary 1. All binary retracts of an (n+1)-group are isomorphic. Corollary 2. If (G,f) is an (n+1 ),-group t then all (k+1)-ary retracts of the (un+1)-group (G,f^uj), where u is fixed, are isomorphic.
Note that dealing with (k+1)-ary retracts of (un+1)-groups (G,f( u )) is in fact considering the functor ret 8u * u s are not in general naturally equivalent.
As an example consider the 7-groupoid (G,f) where
(5) (5) g'(x^) = X^, a ,x 2 , a ,x 3 s x 1 +x 2 +x^-2a (mod 4).
Notice that (G f g) is a noncommutative, idempotent 3-group, while (G,g') has only two idempotent elements and (G,g') is a commutative 3-group. Therefore (G,g) and (G,g') are not isomorphic.
The situation simplifies considerably in the case of tne functor reti n ' ,U sGr n^ .-•> Gf 2 , to the category of groups. In this case k = whenoe u = 1.«Therefore all functors ret n,a (for arbitrary u) are naturally equivalent and there appears the functor ret n : -»• Or^ which is unique up to a natural equivalence. In contrast, for k > 1 one has to consider different functors ret s,u s Gr fl+1 -» Gr k+1 for different u. To have a natural equivalence of them it is necessary to restrict both funotors to an appropriate subcategory of
The case of k » 1 was studied in [10]. Fop considered two functors from Gr n+1 to Gr 2 (for n > 1). One of them was» in our notation, the functor retf " the other a, •. •*«»« , was the functor which had appeared de facto in the Post s construction of a free covering group (of. [11], [10] ). From [6], Theorem 1 it follows that the latter is naturally equivalent to the funotor Ret n , which in turn implies, by Theorem 1, the main theorem of [10] .
In [6] (cf. also [8] ) there was introduced a functor Gr Q+1 -*• Gr k+1 assigning to each (n+1)-groups its free covering (k+1)-group. That functor does not preserve projective limits, in particular the cartesian product (cf. [7] ). In contrast with the functor ret 8 : Gr Q+1 Gr k+1 preserves the cartesian product. Theorem 2. If [H O t J {ii t s H G,-0 t } t€ J is the cartesian product of a family of (n+1)-groups {(G t ,f)} tiT , then [ret 8 Jl G t ,{ret 8 « t :ret 8 il G, --* retSG t)teTl is the cartesian product of the family of {k+1)-groups { r et 8 (G t ,f)} t€!p .
Proof.
Let (G,f) = PI (G + ,f) together with pror 1 t6T Sections G tit€T be " tiie cartesian product of the nonempty family of (n+1)-groups {(°t ,f ^}tcT* In each (n+1)-grou> G t choose an element a t e G t . Let (G t ,g) = = Het 8^( G t ,f), (G,g) = HetJ(G,f) (where a= (a t ) t£t e G) and (G,g') » PI (G + ,g preserves final objects (that is the cartesian product of the empty family) and initial objects (that is the cartesian products of families of (n+1)-groups containing the empty (n+1)-group). This comolete's the proof of Theorem 2.
We end this section with the following Proposition 1. Let an (n+1)-group (G,f) be given. If there exist elements a k+9 ,...,c G such that for all x 1 ,...,x Jc+1 e G we have f ( x i» a k+2' x k+1) = = f »a^g)» then G together with the operation
is a (*+1>-6roup.
Pr-oof. Simple calculations show that the operation g is {1,2)-associative. Obviously it is also a (k+1)-quasigroup operation. Hence (G,g) is a (k+1)-group (cf. Note, however, that for distinct choices of the sequence a k+2'*"*' a n+1' formerl y defined (k+1)-groups are not necessarily isomorphic.
As an example consider the 7-group (Z^,f) defined as above. 3-groups (Z^.g) and (Z^.g'), where g(x^) = f (x^,3,1,1,1) and g'Cxij®) = f (x^,1,1,1,1) , are not isomorphic, , that is: jf1 is an automorphism of (G,*) such that ^(c) = c, = i^) 1 (i=1,...,n) and is an inner automorphism given by ¡Tn(x) = c*x«c~1. By analogy we say that an automorphism f of a (k+1)-group (G,g) and elements c1,...,ck € G fulfil the Hosszu condition, if y(Ci) = oi (i = 1,.-.. ,k) and g(jf n {x) to!f) = = g(c^,x) (i.e. is an inner automorphism). Define an (n+l)-ary operation f on the set G by f(*? +1 ) = g(3+1)(x1,jr(x2),...,if Q (xn+1),c!i). Let (G,g) be a group of exponent n (n > 1) and let b be a central element of (G,g) different from the neutral one. Then the (n+1)-groups ip n (G,g) and dery #t) (G,g) are not idempotent). Now, as in the case of derived (n+1)-groups (cf.
If ft and fulfil the Hosszu condition, we say that the (n+1)-groupoid (G,f) is <ar;c!f>-derived from the (k+1)-group (G,g) and it will be denoted by der®. (G,g).
[7]), we prove that the cartesian product of weakly derived (n+1)--groups of (k+1)-groups is the weakly derived (n+1)-group of the cartesian produat of the (k+1) Proof. Let
It is easy to check that if j t and c., t ,...,c k t fulfil the Hosszu condition for every t 6 T, then f and c^,...,cj c fulfil the Hosszii condition, too. Take arbitrary elements = ( A translation of the form fix) -( ( n-r-1 ) (r)\ = f\i, a ,x, a / is an automorphism of the (n+1)-group (G,f) and of its (k+1)-ary retract Ret®(G,f). Theorem 5.
Let an (n+1)-group (G,f) be given. To every (k+1)-group Ret® ,a (G,f) there exist an automora phisrn ¡f of fîet®' u (G,f) and elements c^,...^^ e G such that
Namely,
, where (G,f) is an. (n+1)-group, and let a E G be a certain element of it. Define the mapping -*• G by the formula g"{x) = /_ (nM1-r) (r)\ = f (') V' a ,X ' a / wheI?e ? = s-1. By Lemma 3 it follows that_ y is an automorphism of (G',g). We prove that the automorphism ft n is an inner automorphism. Let
One can easily verify that y(o^) = c^ for i = 1,...,k.
Thus jp pnd o 1 ,...,c lc fulfil the Hosszu condition. Furthermore ,
.Xg, a , a , a , a ,Xj, a , a (r) (a) (n(n-1-r)) (nr) (r) ((a+k)(a-1-r)) (n+1) a , a , a » 
is also an isomorphism of (n+1)-groups.
Proof. As it is easy to check, the map p= is of the form Let a (binary) group (G,gJ be given. To every (n+1)-group der" (G,g) there exist eleJTf c ments a,.,...,a,_ 1 e G such that ret** der" (G,g) = I n-i a,|,,..
• , J> c = (G,g). Nemaly, a^ = ... = an_2 = e (the neutral element of (G,g), an_^ = •c""' (the inverse of c in (G,g) ).
-1 f(x,e,.,.,e,c ,y) = = 8(n+1)(*.f(e)f^(eJ ?T n -2 (6),jr n -1 (c-1 )T n (y),c) = = 8(n+1)(x»ef...,e,c~1,c,y,c~1,c) = S(x,y), which was to be proved. It points out that in the case of k = 1 forming retracts is a procedure converse to that of forming weakly derived (n+1)-groups. It reminds of the situation in Theorem 5 and Proposition 2. But there the automorphism j and elements had to be chosen in an appropriate way. Otherwise the (n+1)-groups der ret(G,f) and (G,f) appeared not necessarily isomorphic (see the example following Proposition 2,). Prom Proposition 3 and Corollary 2 we can draw the following and der (G,g,,) are isomorphic, then the groups (G,g.J and "2'2 (lG,g 2 ) are isomorphic, too. Now we show that in the case of k > 1 the answer is negative.
Proposition 5.
If an (n+1)-group (G,f) is j . o derived from a (k+l)-group (G,g) (where n = tk , i.e. s = tk), then any (k+1)-ary retract of (g,f) has an idempotent element.
Pro of. Given a (k+1)-group (G,g), le-t (G,f) = = * B (G,g) (where s = tk), (G,g') = Ret®(G,f) (a being an arbitrary element of G). Let a denote the skey element to a in the (s+1)-group = ( G »S( t ))» Then /(k+1 )\ /_ (s-1) (s-1) \ g ( a ) = fla, a ,a,...,a, a ,a) = a, which proves that a is an idempotent element in (G,g ; ). By Theorem 1 all (k+1)-ary retracts of a given .(n+1)-group are isomorphic. Thus every (k+1 )-retract of the (n+1)-group (G,f) =• i|> s (G,g) has an idempotent element. Proposition 6. If (G,*) is a group of exponent k, .tfren for any element b different from the ne'ui.
tral one the (k+1)-group (G,g) = der^iG,«) has no idempotent element.
Proof. Let (G,g) = der b (G,«) and x be an arAk+1 )\ bitrary element of G. Then g\ x /= x«...«x»b = x«b. /(k+1 )\ k+1 Hence g^ x / x (since, by assumption;,, b ^ e), which was to be proved.
Prom Proposition 5 and Proposition 6 we obtain • Corollary 7. Let k > 1 and n ; = tk 2 (i.e. s = tk). Then there exists an (n+1)-group of the form 
